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This thesis examines the extension of the Spectral Difference (SD) method on unstructured hybrid grids
involving simplex cells (triangles, tetrahedra) and prismatic elements. The Spectral Difference method is part
of high-order spectral discontinuous numerical methods. These methods rely on piecewise continuous
polynomial approximation to obtain high-order accuracy with a good parallel efficiency. The standard SD
scheme is first presented in the one-dimensional case and then for tensor-product elements (quadrangles and
hexahedra). The treatment of simplex cells using Raviart-Thomas elements is detailed for triangles (in 2D)
and
tetrahedra
(in
3D),
followed
by
the
implementation
for
prismatic
elements.
The linear stability of the Spectral Difference method using Raviart-Thomas elements (SDRT) is studied on
triangles and tetrahedra. The SDRT scheme stability is strongly dependent on the interior flux points location.
On triangles, the SDRT implementation based on interior flux points located at Williams-Shunn-Jameson
quadrature points is found stable up to the fourth-order of accuracy but shown as spatially unstable for higher
orders. Nevertheless, it is shown that this implementation can be stabilized for fifth- and sixth-order schemes
using suitable temporal integration schemes. This approach being submitted to strict conditions, an
optimization of the interior flux points location is conducted to determine spatially stable SDRT formulations
for orders higher than four. The optimization process leads to spatially stable schemes up to the sixth-order of
accuracy. Finally, the stability analysis on tetrahedra proves that the SDRT scheme based on the interior flux
points located at Shunn-Ham quadrature points is stable up to the third-order.
The SD/SDRT numerical method is validated on several academic cases for first and second-order Partial
Differential Equations (linear advection equation, Euler equations, Navier-Stokes equations). Both proposed
implementations (based either on Williams-Shunn-Jameson quadrature points or optimization points) are
used. Numerical experiments involve grids composed of quadratic triangles, linear tetrahedral elements as
well as 2D hybrid meshes.
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